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Do you wish you were on a more organic diet? Are you tired of the high cost of organic food? When

you download Gardening: The Complete Guide to Vegetable Gardening for Beginners, you will be

instantly changing the way you look at food! You will discover everything you need to know about

gardening. What would you like to know more about? Growing your own foods? Becoming

healthier? Saving money? Making your house a healthier one? This book breaks gardening down

into easy-to-understand modules. You will learn about getting the correct soil, building a fence, the

correct seasons of planting so you can get great results - even as a beginner! Buy this audiobook

now, and start making your house into a garden!
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I bought the kindle edition and it was worth 99Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â¢.The information given was good. Things

like how to determine if your garden will get enough sun, what kind of soil do you have and how can

you amend it...basic things like that. But there is not much information as to how to grow specific

plants or which ones might work well in your setting. Nor is there information about how to space

your rows. But the information is good, just incomplete if you were to plan a garden from scratch

and knew nothing about gardening and which particular plants to grow. The book could have been

enhanced with photos or diagrams and more mention of specific plans and how to grow them.

This book shows you how to apply lime or sulfur to your soil properly. I learned that you should



water the area that you want to clear out for your gardening for 2 days before digging up your sod,

making the ground slightly moist to help with cutting. What was very interesting that I learned from

this book wa s that I can contact a soil lab to do a test for me to test the soilÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

nutrient content. I also learned that keeping the soils PH balanced is a very important step to

making a good garden as well. This book even goes into teaching you how to plant in rows, and has

a great section at the end discussing "The Pro Tips of Gardening!" I think just by doing this anyone

can have a healthy garden every time because the soil is one of the most important steps to a

healthy garden! Very cool read!

I picked up this book as a little experiment to see what kind of value you could add to me to

developing a self sustaining garden that I could grow for the years to come. I was pleasantly

surprised by this book. This book provided great tip, trickas, and techniques to growing a garden

that will meet my needs. I am very excited to start. Here in Indiana, a lot of things are starting to get

out of season, but this book has made me motivated to continue learning until next season. I would

recommend this book to anyone that is wanting to start their garden and want to learn something

new.

This is a very useful book for anyone who wants to get their feet wet with gardening. It shows why

gardening is so great, what you need to get started and how you can start gardening today! For

people that really love the outdoors, this will prove to be a great hobby you can do outside! Highly

recommended.

This was a great read for me since I live in an urban area but I wanted to start my own little garden. I

was unsure how and where to start gardening, but this book helped me out a lot in making those

decisions. All of the factors in gardening such as heat,sunlight, and humidity were covered early in

the book allowing me to make decisions on what type of garden to make.The process on how to set

up the garden was highly defined as well. It included the important stuff like the scale and type of

the garden and also the minor details such as color coordination for a flower garden. There are also

garden care tips that are highly helpful in making sure that the plants survive and bloom.This book

really is very comprehensive and I recommend it to everyone who wants to start their own little

garden in their home.

In a concise, smoothly written way, this book provides the reader with everything they need to know



about vegetable gardening. Readers will find it useful regardless of the climate they live

inÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•Ms. Krall has all the climate bases covered. The book also shows that vegetable

gardening can work even for the apartment dweller. Beyond just the how-to aspects of it, Gardening

also provides information about the emotional and psychological benefits of vegetable gardening.

And letÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s face it: Vegetables grown in your own garden are bound to taste better

and be safer than any you can get in a grocery store. If youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve been thinking of

starting your own vegetable garden but arenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t quite sure where to start, buy this

book today!

This beginner book of how to know about gardening is what I like. I want to make my own garden

and eat fresh food. This is a great bonding with my family because we can plant our own vegetable

we like. I believe that this book will make my day progressive. I am excited to to plant and make my

own garden.

What a nice book this is. It is full of essential information for a successful vegetable gardening.

Beginners must read this book because it has full of guidelines that are needed to grow vegetables

efficiently. The book is fill with knowledge and strategies about vegetable gardening. A very good

start for beginners.
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